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The measurement
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How to measure Cp ?

Principle : apply P, read T and time 

adiabatic : isolated sample  and pt by pt
quasi-adiabatic, continuous heating P = C dT/dt

relaxation : heat pulse,  thermal link to T bath
large relaxation, dual slope, ...

modulation : alternative heating at ω  
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C = ΔT
ΔQ

Tac =
P

K + jC!
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very demanding T measurements !!
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Thermodynamic thermometers
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Temperature metrology 1049

Figure 1. Primary thermometers recently used or currently under development with temperature
ranges. For the abbreviations see the text.

Figure 2. Principles of CVGT, AGT and DCGT (for the symbols cf table 1, the simple relations
are valid for an ideal gas).

temperature reference points (cf section 8). Only at very low temperatures are thermodynamic
methods applied directly. The use of thermodynamic thermometers for the determination of
the Boltzmann constant is discussed in section 11 (cf Fischer et al (2004)).

3. Gas thermometers

The three kinds of GT currently practised are constant-volume GT (CVGT), AGT and
DCGT, and they are all based on different simple relations between the properties of an
ideal gas and thermodynamic temperature (see figure 2). Though many gases exhibit a
nearly-ideal behaviour at and above the TPW, in view of the desired level of accuracy,
even at these temperatures, the small departures from the ideal behaviour must be carefully
considered. This is done by measuring the relevant property as a function of the density.
Then, the ideal behaviour is deduced by an extrapolation to zero density applying an
appropriate virial expansion. The results are usually transferred to resistance thermometers as
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Thermometers

What is a good thermometer ?

primary / secondary

accuracy

resolution/sensitivity

reproducibility

easy to use

time response

66
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Thermometers actually used 
in low temperature laboratory
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ADIABATIC

68
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•  Excellente resolution and 

accuracy : 

      - ! transition in space shuttle 

•  Point by point 
•  Difficult at low temperature 
•  Limited to large samples 
•  Not very well adapted in pulsed 

field: 
- M. Jaime : Kondo Insulator 
   (2000)               Ce3Bi4Pt3 

     - F. Weickert (Dresden 2010) 

Excellent precision and 
accuracy 

λ transition in space shuttle
but

method point by point 
(tenuous)

how to cool the sample ?

limited to large samples 
(parasitic non-adiabaticity)
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Apparatus used for calorimetric measurements
in the adiabatic demagnetization range
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II. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

General Description

Figure 1 shows the apparatus as used for measure-
ments in the adiabatic demagnetization range. Tem-
peratures between 1.1'K and 0.1'K were obtained by
the adiabatic demagnetization of copper potassium sul-
fate. Thermal contact to the salt pill was made by
molding the powdered salt under pressure onto a system
of thin copper vanes attached to a copper wire. The
aluminum sample was supported by threads inside a
copper shield which was thermally connected to the salt
pill. All electrical leads were placed in thermal contact
with the shield before being led to the sample and in-
cluded lengths of 0.0015-in. manganin wire tinned with

soft solder to provide a high thermal resistance without
increasing the electrical resistance. Thermal contact
between the aluminum sample and the salt pill was con-
trolled by a superconducting thermal switch of either
tin or lead, one side of which was soldered to a strip of
copper foil which was in turn attached to the sample
with General Electric 7031 varnish. Thermal contact
between the salt pill and the bulb of a vapor pressure
thermometer was made and broken by closing and
opening a mechanical heat switch.
The temperature of the sample was measured with a

carbon resistance thermometer consisting of a thin layer
of Aquadag painted onto a Formex insulated copper
wire and connected to the sample by the same method
used for the attachment of the superconducting switch.
The thermometer voltage was compared with a voltage
taken from a potentiometer and the difference was
amplified and recorded on a recording potentiometer.
Heat was supplied to the sample by a manganin re-

sistance heater wound directly on the surface and held
in place with varnish. The duration of a heating period
was read from a clock which was turned on and oG by
a relay that also controlled the heater power and gen-
erated a signal to mark the beginning and end of the
heating period on the recording potentiometer chart.
The clock was driven by a tuning-fork-controlled oscil-
lator and was capable of measuring the time interval
during which the heater circuit was energized with an
accuracy of one millisecond.
During an experiment the vacuum jacket containing

the salt pill and sample was completely closed to elimi-
nate heat input from radiation or hot gas molecules
entering through the pumping tube. The electrical leads
were introduced through glass-Kovar seals, the wire for
the operation of the mechanical heat switch was sealed
to the jacket with a flexible metal bellows, and the
pumping tube itself was closed at its lower end by the
action of a metal plunger.
At the beginning of an experiment the system was

cooled from room temperature to 4.2'K without using
helium exchange gas at any time. The susceptibility of
the salt was calibrated against the vapor pressure of
liquid helium at about twelve temperatures between
4.2'K and 1.1'K with the mechanical switch closed. The
salt was magnetized at 1.1'K and, after allowing about
thirty minutes for the heat of magnetization of the
200-g salt pill to be conducted away, the mechanical
switch was opened and the salt demagnetized. With the
superconducting switch closed the carbon resistance
thermometer was calibrated against the susceptibility
of the salt at about thirty points between 0.1'K and
1.2'K. Between successive calibration points the tem-
perature of the salt pill was raised by supplying power
to a heater attached to it. About two minutes were re-
quired to obtain thermal equilibrium between the salt
pill and the thermometer following each heat input at

I"zG. 1. The apparatus. ' Wheatley, GriKng, and Kstle, Rev. Sci. Instr. 27, i070 (&956).

Prof. N.E.Phillips
University of California

BERKELEY

Sample

Superconducting
switch

Mechanical heat
switch
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Apparatus used for calorimetric measurements
in the adiabatic demagnetization range
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I"zG. 1. The apparatus. ' Wheatley, GriKng, and Kstle, Rev. Sci. Instr. 27, i070 (&956).

Prof. N.E.Phillips
University of California

BERKELEY

100mK-40K

accuracy a few %

ΔC/C a few 10-3

100mg-1g Heavy Fermion 
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QUASI-ADIABATIC
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Prof. A. Junod
University of Geneva
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QUASI-ADIABATIC
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but still 

Pparasitic a few 10-7W
with 

ΔT measured via
 Cr-Cn thermocouples

and nanovoltmeter
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QUASI-ADIABATIC
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10K-300K

accuracy 1-5 %

ΔC/C a few 10-3

10mg-100g HTSC

Prof. A. Junod
University of Geneva
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QUASI-ADIABATIC in dilution range
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ΔT measured via
 Au:Fe thermocouples

and SQUID !!

R. Calemczuk
CEA-grenoble

SQUID + Chopper = 1-2 pA/(Hz)1/2
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QUASI-ADIABATIC in dilution range
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p
V 2 =

p
4kBTR = 0.5 pV/

p
Hzp

I2 =
p

4kBT/R = 10 pA/
p

Hzp
�T 2 = 2 µK/

p
Hz

Pparasitic = L
S/T

p
I2 = 10 �13 W

at 100 mK
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QUASI-ADIABATIC in dilution range
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1-10% of 10mg Cu
BUT !!

no calibration of S 
(null detector)

ΔT = 0
therefore thermometer
in compensated area 
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RELAXATIONS Methods 
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PPMS Quantum Design : 4He and 3He

73

Heat capacity - PPMS Quantum Design (4He and 3He)
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Set-up at ultra-low T (10mk-1K)

74Cryocourse 2007 - Specific Heat 18 

4. Measurement: Types : adiabatic, relaxation, ac 

Analogy: !E = !Q = C !T, identical to !q = C !U, 
 
•   Relaxation measurement: 

–  weak link to the bath 
–  send !Q (pulse or continuous) and stop 
–  relax with time constant "=RC 

 

Pointe support
en erasil

Echantillon

Fuite thermique : 
fil d'or soudé sur 

l'échantillon

Thermomètre de 
mesure : SiP

Thermalisation de la SiP 
par un fil d'or et une 

languette d'argent

Plaquette 
support en Si

Ressort en CuBe
Chauffage collé sur l'échantillon 

via une languette d'argent

 
 

J.P. Brison
CEA-grenoble
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(Dis)Advantages, 

popular, reliable, and widely used at low T

extended down to below 10mK (J.P. Brison)

good accuracy (5%), but not excellent resolution

mass down to a fraction of a mg

relaxation time >= 1s

Cp can vary by orders of magnitude between the 
interesting T-range, so does relaxation time

Point by point, long and tenuous, 1pt at 100K=20mns

75
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AuCrS2 :
antiferromagnetic + structural

76

Courtesy:
F. levy

CNRS-grenoble
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Options 

define internal and external time constants

choose duration time vs τint and τext

fitting procedure : introduce constrains

Large relaxations and local dT/dt (A. Demuer)
faster, larger current,...

Dual Slope method (dynamic, no calibration of κ)

77
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Modulation (alternative)
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Characteristics
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lock-in detection, filters, noise rejection (true for all 
modulation technics)

excellent resolution (typical 10-4), lesser accuracy
 but ΔC = a few 10-12 J/K 

100 nanogram < m < a few milligram

continuous: during H and/or T sweeps

easy to extend a differential configuration

extrem conditions: 45T-DC, pulsed 60T, 15Gpa, 10kHz
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Schematic
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Ref. Éch.

Vac Vdc

Vac
diff

Transformateur

+ 100

Pré-amplificateur

+ 100

Nanovoltmètre

Détection synchrone

Lu
m
iè
re

transformer at room T:
 a few 0.1 mK/(Hz)1/2

transformer at 4K:
a few 10 µK/(Hz)1/2

Squid detection:       
a few 0.1 µK/(Hz)1/2


